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UNIT 9: Geography of Tourism 

Flying in Style 
 

 
 

 

New Vocabulary 
unparalleled 
to crisscross 
pristine 
fairways 
savvy 
querying 
hassle-free travel 
fractional 
membership fee 
 

Suffixed Words 
traveler 
magnificently 
productivity 
commercial 
membership 
ownership 
 

Prefixed Words 
irreversible 

unparalleled 
removes 
unwavering 
assured 
 

Word Family 
to travel 
traveler 

 

 
 
 

Preparing to read: What improvements has the aviation industry 
brought to the development of contemporary tourism? 
  On December 17, 1903, two brothers from Dayton, Ohio, put 

aviation on an irreversible path to greatness, one that has given 

people unparalleled freedom to see the world. Wilber and Orville 

Wright’s first flight from Devil Hill, North Carolina lasted only 12 

seconds, but its impact on travel was everlasting. 

  Today, travelers crisscross the globe, winging their way to snow-

covered ski mountains, pristine beaches, emerald green fairways 

and cosmopolitan cities as New York, Miami, San Francisco, Rome 

and Paris. Inviting savvy travelers to take flight are Abercrombie& 

Kent’s two Destination Clubs, Private Retreats and Distinctive 

Retreats; tempting Members with a portfolio of magnificently 

appointed resort residences, City Clubs, A&K safaris and tours, 

luxury vehicles, private aircraft and extraordinary Member services.  

[…] 

  To those accustomed to traveling by private aircraft the convenience 

is unsurpassed. Private flight drastically cuts travel times, increases 

in-flight productivity, and removes the many headaches associated 

with commercial air travel. Rob McGrath, CEO and founder, was so 

convinced of the benefits of private aircraft travel […]: “ In a private 

plane you can depart from over 5,000 airports, not just the 950 

airports served by commercial carriers, and fly on your schedule, not 

the one dictated by the airlines” […] 

  McGrath originally landed on the idea for a high-end Destination 

Club after querying people that had expressed an interest in owning 

a second, third or even fourth home. What he found was that people 

wanted quality, prime locations, great service and hassle-free travel. 

  “Today people want flexibility when planning their vacations, they 

want quality and they want their travel to go smoothly. Those were 

the forces that drove us to establish Private Retreats and Distinctive 

Retreats”, added McGrath. “Our newest club represents the continued 

evolution of the Destination Club experience and it validates the 

unwavering popularity of our products.” […] 

  Thanks to the Proprietary Capacity Model, which is based on the 

model used by the fractional jet industry, members are virtually 

assured use of club destinations when they wish-and not for just a 

single trip, but for a lifetime.Thanks to a legal structure based on the 

private golf industries, if there comes a time when you decide the 

membership no longer fits your lifestyle-you can resign and still 

receive 100 percent of the original amount paid. 

  Recognizing that membership in Private Retreats or Distinctive 

Retreats exceeds the ownership of a single resort home, yacht, 

apartment in the city, or even an executive jet, the one-time 

membership fee of $ 250,000 and $ 500,000 respectively (plus 

annual dues) makes these Destination Clubs worth a closer look.   
 

Mac Gonnegal, Ian; “Flying High” in The Essence of Luxury: Elite Traveler, 

Jan/Feb 2004, p.73. 
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Section I 
Vocabulary Activities 
 

 
 

I.GUESSING MEANING:  Match the following words/ phrases with the definitions: to crisscross, 
fairway, cosmopolitan, to tempt, resort residence, safari, convenience, CEO, carrier, to query, 
hassle-free travel, membership fee. (See G: C.1) 
1……………..a person or company in the business of transporting goods or passengers 

2……………..payment given to a club for the member status 

3……………..a journey or a hunting expedition in Africa 

4………………common or representative of all or many parts of the world, not national or local 

5……………...to move to and fro across 

6………………a temporary home in a place to which people go often for recreation 

7……………...a journey that doesn’t have troublesome situations 

8……………...chief executive officer 

9……………..to ask questions, to express doubt 

10……………to try to persuade, entice to something immoral or sensually pleasurable 

11……………a condition personally favorable or suitable, an advantage 

12……………a navigable channel in a river, harbour. 

 

II. WORD BUILDING: Use the word in capital letters to complete the sentences. Add the 
necessary prefix/ suffix and put the word in the correct form. (See G: A,B) 
 

1. All the ……..that use our private aircraft would enjoy the best services that we can offer. TRAVEL 

2. Cutting down travel time……..in-flight productivity. PRODUCT 

3. ………….air travel has many disadvantages compared to private flight. COMMERCE 

4. The……..offered by private flight cannot be matched by any regular airline companies. FLEXIBLE 

5. The ……..jet industry uses a model through which members can use all the club destinations when 

they wish. FRACTION 

6. …………in this club allows you to use all the facilities and the golf course that we own. MEMBER 

7. The jet industry is on an ……………path to modernization. REVERSIBLE 

8. The development of this industry is …………….in the recent history of our economy. PARALLEL 

9. Using private flight………..all the headaches associated with commercial air travel. MOVE 

10. Our clients can be …………of the highest quality of our services. SURE 

 

 
III. SYNONYMS: Find synonyms in your text to the following words: 
1. unmatched is similar in meaning to…………… 

2. pure, unspoiled are similar in meaning to…………… 

3. shrewd, discerning are similar in meaning to……………. 

4. to habit, to use are similar in meaning to………… 

5. to grow is similar in meaning to………….. 

6. timetable is similar in meaning to…………… 

7. unimportant, insignificant are similar in meaning to……… 

8 to guarantee, to confirm are similar in meaning to…….. 
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Section II 
Language Focus 
 

 
 
                               Prepositions 
 

 
I. GAPPED TEXT: Fill in each space with the correct preposition.  
 
1. The CEO was so thirsty…..power that he bought the rival airline company to make sure there was 

no competition left.  

2. The employees of Alitalia trembled …..fear of getting sacked.  

3. The founder of Abercrombie& Kent was full…..sense when he negotiated the contract with his 

employees. 

4. The contract is devoid ….meaning unless both parts agree on this issue. 

5. The development of tourism saved…..bankruptcy many farmers in that remote area of the country.  

6. Our planes travel…..great speed, so you may arrive in the shortest time to the destination. 

7. Our most reliable customers are addicted….. our excellent business class services. 

8. During the flight, the passengers are kindly asked to abstain…..strong beverages.  

9. The businessman’s attitude…..abstract art was mirrored in the fact that he bought 5 paintings at that 

auction. 

10. All the safety regulations for passengers are translated….Romanian….English.  

11. All the original contracts were written….blue ink.  

12. From the airplane’s windows one could see the tops of the mountain covered….snow.  

 

 II. GAPPED TEXT: Fill in each space with the correct preposition.  
 
Want to salve your conscience and offset your holiday carbon emissions? You might want to rethink 

that trip (1)….. the tropics. A typical flight there has a greater impact (2)….. global warming than a 

flight (3)….. temperate latitudes. 

As well as producing carbon dioxide and contrails, planes also produce nitrogen oxide, which triggers 

both the creation (4)….. the warming gas ozone, and the destruction (5)….. another greenhouse gas, 

methane […] 

(6)…..  mid-latitudes, these ozone and methane reactions cancel each other (7)…..  and you get zero 

net warming (8)….. nitrogen oxide emissions, says Keith Shine (9)….. the University (10)….. 

Reading, UK. But the brighter sunlight (11)….. the tropics is very efficient(12)….  converting 

nitrogen oxide (13)…. ozone – (14)….. fact it creates ozone five times faster than(15)….. the air of 

mid-latitudes, according (16)….. Shine's calculations - whereas methane destruction only increases 

marginally. Worryingly, the warming effects (17)….. ozone are particularly strong (18)…… a plane's 

typical cruising altitude (19)….. 35,000 feet, he adds. 

The research raises the question(20)…..  whether future attempts (21)….. control aircraft emissions 

should consider extra penalties (22)….. flights (23)….. tropical countries where air travel is booming. 

India, (24)….. instance, has the fastest growing airline fleet (25)…..  the world. 

(26)….. now aircraft emissions are excluded (27)….. international treaties (28)…..curbing greenhouse 

gas emissions. (29)….. the European Union has plans (30)….. control aircraft emissions (31)…. 2011. 
(http://environment.newscientist.com/article/mg19826623.300-air-travel-in-the-tropics-is-worse-for-climate.html) 
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Section III 
Text Structure 
 

 

 

 
I. TRUE/FALSE STATEMENTS: Read the text “Flying in Style” and say 
whether or not the following sentences are true or false: 

1. Wilber and Orville Wright’s plane took off from Dayton, Ohio on December 17, 1903.  

2. The impact of their flight on the world of aviation lasted only for a short while. 

3. Travelers usually get to cosmopolitan cities such as New York, Miami, Rome by air. 

4. The facilities offered by Abercrombie& Kent’s Destination Clubs are: resort residences, City Clubs, 

safaris, tours, luxury vehicles, and private aircraft.  

5. Rob McGrath is the chief executive officer of the Abercrombie& Kent. 

6. The commercial carriers use far less airports than the private airline companies or the private 

planes. 

7. McGrath was inspired to found his company after seeing data from a sociological study. 

8. When thinking about planning their holiday people have two requirements: quality and flexibility.  

9. When you give up membership quality, you still get 100 per cent of the original amount paid. 

10. The membership fee without the annual dues is $ 250,000. 

 

II. EMPASISING: Rephrase the following statements about airline companies beginning as 
shown and trying to emphasize items mentioned in brackets. (See G: XVI.2) 
 
 Yesterday Rob McGrath told us that private airplanes can depart from over 5000 airports and 

provide luxury services for their passengers. 

1. (the time) It was…… 

2. (the person who made the statement) None other….. 

3. (the advantages offered) Not only…..but….. 

 

 Our company is one among the few to offer flexibility and quality in planning your vacations. 

4. (the company providing the services) It is…… 

5. (the condition needed in order to get the services) Only by…… 

6. (the advantages that the company offers) It is…… 

 

 To get to snow covered ski mountains you can use our private aircraft.  

7. (the action ) Do….. 

8. (the action) All you have to do to…….. 

9. (the place) It is to…… 

 

 III.  WRITING AN ESSAY:  In a short essay of 150-200 words give the arguments for and 

against the following statement: “When in Rome, do as the Romans do”. Use the following 
words/ phrases: (See G: H) 
One reason to say that………… 

On the one hand………..on the other hand………. 

I disagree with…………. 

One argument in favor is............. 

It is doubtable that………. 

One can still say……………. 


